
  
        
        
       
    
 
  

Dear Patient Families, 
 
At CranialTech, we care deeply about our patients and our employees.  During this unprecedented 
time, things are changing at an incredible speed and we are continually evaluating our approach, 
while maintaining the high standards for which we are known.   
 
It is our priority to ensure the safety of our patients and our employees.  We are closely monitoring 
the recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the World Health Organization 
(WHO), the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and government agencies to 
stay on top of this evolving situation.  I am proud to report that the policies and procedures we 
already had in place exceed what these organizations are recommending; and we have gone above 
and beyond that with some of the additional measures we’ve taken.   
 
Below are a few highlights of the steps we have in place to ensure safety:  
 

• Clinic Cleaning and Training: 
o Our clinic staff sanitize high traffic patient areas as well as patient rooms after every 

appointment  
o Clinic staff continue to wash hands before and after patient interaction  
o We have removed the toys from the clinics at this time to minimize transmission 

through touch  
o We’ve had all clinic staff retake our Infection Control Procedures training online to 

refresh their knowledge of appropriate practices 
o We are quickly rooming patients upon entering the clinic 

 
• New Services for Families: 

o Virtual Head Shape Consultations to remotely evaluate your baby’s head shape 
o Arrive and Text Concierge allowing families to notify their clinic that they have 

arrived, the clinic will prepare the patient’s room, text the family once the room is 
ready and room the family immediately 
 

• Communication to Families:  
o During the scheduling process, on the exterior door of the clinic, and in the clinic, 

we are asking parents to call us if their baby or any family member is having any of 
the COVID-19 symptoms or have traveled to any of the countries identified by the 
CDC as requiring a self-quarantine; and we will reschedule patients as needed.  
Signage is also posted at the front desk with this information.  

o We are asking that only one adult accompany the patient during their appointments 
to reduce the number of people in our clinic. 

 



 

o We have posted sanitizing signage at the front desk and in every treatment room. 
o We have communicated through social media on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter 

regarding operations, preparedness, and prevention. 
 
I want to thank our extraordinary CranialTech family who are working tirelessly each day to serve 
our families.  A special thank you to the clinic staff who are directly serving our patients and 
continue coming to work to maintain services essential to the delivery of DOC Band treatment.  If 
you follow any of our social media accounts, you will see how appreciative our families are of our 
service during these trying times.  Here are just a few direct quotes: 
 

• "Thank you for staying open for our babies!!!"   
• "Thank you for staying open!  We greatly appreciate it!!"   
• "Thank goodness!  Y'all rock!!"  
• “They are definitely keeping everything clean and sanitized. The tech also used hand 

sanitizer everytime she was going to handle my son's band. I was in and out fast too.” 
 
As a healthcare provider of a medically necessary device that is treatment time sensitive and 
requires weekly/bi-weekly adjustments, we have an obligation to serve our patients and we will 
continue to do so as the governing authorities allow.  We will continue to monitor 
recommendations and reports from the agencies listed above and keep you informed of any 
changes. 
 
CranialTech is a special place.  In challenging times, we rally around one another and our patients.   
 
If you have any clinical or treatment questions, please talk directly with your clinician or for general 
questions, please call 844-447-5894.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
 


